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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Adult. Basic. Education (ABE) is a segment of the: field of

adult education which has received special attention from the

Congress of the United States largely because of the invc.r

rolationshipA whic,h have been found betty aen educational achieve-

ment level and poverty, social disadvantage, unemployment, under-

employment and crime. Under the provisions of Public Law 91-210,

Title III, Amendments to the Adult Education Act of 1966, the

United States Office of Education has been overseeing ABE programs

in the 50 states and in the territories. In 1372-73 the program

reached 849,529 adults1 and involved $74,834,000 in federal allot-

ments to the states, including $23,700,000 which was impounded

and subsL2quc2ntly released. 2

Legislative Foundation

Titto III of the Elementary and Secondary ndueatir Amendment

1')61), the "Adult Education Act of 1966" as amended in 1969

stated that its purpose is:

Lo expand educational opportunity and encourage the
o:itablimont of r,rograris of adult public ecucation that will
(.1able all adults to continue '.heir education to at least

Lev .'?.1 cr completion of secondary school and make available

Arivisory Council on Adult Education, Annual Report
1')74 (Washington: Adfisory Council on Adult Education,
1 '.c740 , p. 22.

ihid., pp. 26-27.

1
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the means to secure training that will enable them to become
moro employablo, productive and responsible citizens.1

This legilation sets forth the intent of the Congress and pro-

vides the objectives (,.gainut which program accomplishments may be

measured. Each program, however, has both intended and unintended

re!:;ults, anticipated and unanticipated consequences in terms of

direct and indirect effects. Because little had been done to

arses:, the range of benefits and costs associated with the national

ABE program it seemed appropriate and timely to undertake such an

investigation.

Purposes of the Study

Thc two purposes of this study are to (1) document the

tfects, both intended and unintended, of federal financing of ABE

on the delivery systems at the state and community levels for both

general adult and adult basic education, and (2) to propose models

for coordinatinq adult education which might optimize the extent

and va,:iety of adult education offerings for the public.

A 1969 report shows that 27./ per cen:-. of adults pursue

Liplr education in privat.a or public schools and that 25.5 per cent

sncure their instruction from colleges and universities on a part-

Limo l)asis. 2 The two -year colleges are increasing their efforts in

area rapidly. Statistical data for fiscal year 1970 chow that

1U. S. Con;resl, Public Law 89-750 Elementary and Secondary
LaLwation Amendments of 1G6, Title III, Adult Education Act of
1 q(.6, Soc. 302.

2
[mogene E. Oakes, Participation in Adult Education 1969,

initial Report (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
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public school buildings accounted for 76.3 per cent of ull locations

at which ABE classes were heldfl but since community colleges conduct

some programs in public school buildings, this statistic is not

useful in determining the relative importance of public schcols

and community colleges in conducting ABE.

The scope of this project did not include a consideration of

the cost-benefit relationships fOr the students. instead, the

emphasis vi:,s pl;lcod on the community, the state, and the nation.

Data from evaluations may be used to eL,timate the cost-hen Tit

situation for the trainees. 2

Cost-Benefit Studies

Economists agree that the chief value of cost-benefit studios
is to provide information to decision makers so that the choices

they make will be most likely to achieve their intended objectivene

CoIL-benefit analysis, even at its best, gives only onemeasure of the value of a program. It "does not give any fin-ILinswer as to whether a program is 'justified' or 'good.'" Infact, Barsby says, "most researchers would not advocate alter, Icrthe activities of a program o.. changing its priorities on thebasis of a benefit-cost ratio alone."3

Accordingly a cost-benefit approach must be seen as providing

some information which can be used in reaching a decision but 1)y

no means can it be the sole basis for a decision.-
1Nicholas A. Osso, Adult Basic Education Program Statistics,5;Ludents and Staff Data, July 1, 1969 - June 30, 1970 and Summary P!

Yedrs 1.966 -70 DREW Publication No. (OE) 72-22 (Washington, D.C.ti-:c.TOWTiiment Printing Office, 1971), p. 44.

20nc, of the most recent of such studies is A LongitudinalEw*
l:

uption_of the Adult B. sic Education Profjram ):y William P. Kentcitilshurch; Va.: System :Jevelopment Corporation, November, 197).pp. 2-16 to 2-30 and 2-60 to 2-66.

3Steve L. Barsby, Cost-Benefit Analysis and Manpower Progn,rw.(Lexington, Mass.: D.C. Heath, 1972T, pp. vii -viii quoted in Josep
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The need for a reexamination of the basis on which eocisions

are made regarding ABE has been identified by the National Advisory

Council on Adult Education.

The National Advisory Council has called attention to the

fragmentation in the provisions that have been made for adult edu-

cation. The Council members have suggested that both careful study

of the existing situation and the development of policy guidelines

arc essential to improving the effectiveness and efficiency of

federally supported adult education.

The Effects of Federal Support

Although the federal government provides only a small per-

centage of the total expenditures in adult education throughout the

nation the relative importance of these funds varies widely among

the states. Nevertheless because of the categorical nature of the

ABE funds it seemed likely that they might be used to deflect or

seriously modify existing community delivery systems for adult

oducation.

The focus of this research is on the effect that channellinij

federal. ABE funds through the public schools, the community colleges

or a combination of the two, has on the variety and extent of adult

y(iuoation provided in 21 selected communities in five states. The

T11.1 jo int,3re:3ts of the research was to assess the long term effects

(v():;t:i andl benefits) of different state and community patterns

di:itrihuLing federal ABE funds on the extent and variety of adult

oduca ti on provided.

Wlshtien, "Appraising the Costs and Benefits at the Community
L.v,.1 or Pederally Funded ABE" (Chicago: Department of Education,

Univecsity of Chicago, Unpublished M.A. paper, February 1974) ,
4.
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The research was intended to assess the relative advantages
and disadvantages of using federal funds to support ABE programs in
(a) either the public schools or the community colleges, or (b) in
both, not only from the standpoint of the effectiveness and
efficiency cf the ABE program but also in terms of the extended
effects on the institutions' capacity to meet the educational needs
of their adult community.

Organization of the Report

The research conducted in this project is reported in three
volumes under the general title Public Policy in Financing the
Basic Education of Adults.

Volume 1, Summary and Recommendations, presented in concise
form the salient a3pects of the research, its principal findings,
and its implications for future operations. It also puts forth
recommendations for funding policy based on what the study found
to be the effects of existing policy.

Volume 2, Study Design and Findings, is a complete account
of the project, including a description of the design of the research,
a review of the literature, a case study of each of the five states
covered, a set of conclusions, and an annotated bibliography.

Volume 3, Community Case Studies, contains twenty-one city
case studies, lists of persons interviewed in each state, lists of
documents used in preparing the case studies for each state, and
copies of the questionnaires and interview schedules employed in
the data collection.
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1.112sta

In designing the study the investigators predicted that

riitforent state policies on the allotment and use of ABE funds

would have intended and unintended, anticipated and unanticipated

effects on the extent and nature of community adult education pro-

vision. These unintended and unanticipated results were thought -

to be potentially so powerful that they could cc:nceivably over-

shadow the anticipated and intended results. Accordingly it

seemed advisable to attempt an assessment of the unanticipated and

unintended as well as the anticipated and intended consequences

of the policies of a sample of states concerning the allocation of

federal. ABE funds.

Adult education was defined as including all rememdial educa-

tion for students who had left the formal system of education,

community or public service programs which :ere person rather than

problem orientctd, and any "investment" or "consumer" types of

(!ducational programs outside the formal system of adult education.

If formal courses duplicating day offerings were offered in the

r.vening or on weekends primarily for the older student with regular

(11 respon,3 ibilities and if those programs were administered separately

Inn) i.11# day-time formal program, such programs were considered

adult education. Developmental or preparatory courses offered as

!,frf of a formal program were not considered adult education even

Hln subject matter was the same as in advanced ABE classes

th- :;tudents for the most part still identified with the

formal .zy!:;tem of higher education. The research design limited the

f;tud, t, adult education pro grams which were sponsored by public



(JlopInty-so.conctlry school commu3ity colt(.:qo :3yfAem.

1:1210thOSt:n3&MITI ...am -s.T

Prlor to Ow :,....oloction of the states and cities tcd be included

in the ..tAidy it lq ositial to devp a clear idea tho

variablu LL b measured and the sort 0f data to be 1Te

devoLopwnt of kiue.stionnaires and inte.A:view schedules wa6

upon the statemJnt of the hnsotheses which the study

to tost.

Sown hy..)otheses were formulated r-aga-f:dng the effeot..;

Aiint approaches to funding on ti.lo cxtent and nature of

odlicdLicw oplor._unities in local communities. The bases of

ly!)othcae.i wore thc! authors (a) experience in working with v.lric)lis

profional .i.;soeiations of adult educator::,, (b) knowledge of tho

organizoli(In of advIt education in several states, and (c) involv-

men other research pro-jects dealing With :.'.vault '..)asic education.

or the lack of adequate previous research rogardinc; thnroCc-,

t-latifill'ilpr; among the variables of interest there was no

col::-;:ructing more refined Lrdotheses.

Selection cf the Samp3

lo(,ided initially that the stots to he sal:Iplfi

largest. AtE enrollment:: v:ith

.ommur.ity college syst=s. On Lilo lasis of.

California, Flori.da, %,!vi York, :.:,or t..1.1 caro.;i1-11

cicarly the top six stat. M..n!

dropped because of factors would
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with effective measurement of thy; variables. Connecticut was

.,elected because it offered a technical college system separate

from a regional community college system and a public school system,

all throe of which were involved in providing some adult education

programs at a level which did not appear to be postsecondary.

Another reason was that, for its size, Connecticut had a large ABE

program.

In fiscal year 1971 the five states (California, Connecticut,

Florida, Illinois and Texas) accounted for 31.8 per cent of the

ABE students and 20.8 per cent of the federal ABE allocations to

all fifty states and territories under Public Law 91-230, Title

III, Amendments to the Adult Education Act of 1966.

There were 7,468 individuals in the five states who were

engaged in managing the ABE programs or in teaching, counseling or

surving in some other supporting capacity in the program. Inasmuch

(Is these individuals received some payment for their services,

their salaries, which were a cost to the federal and state govern-

ments, were benefits to their local communities. These states had

employed more than their proportionate share of staff based on

their proportion of the state allocations, that is using ..0.8

per cent: of the federal funds these states employed 22.4 per cent

of the ABE staff and enrolled 31.8 per cent of all ABE stt.:0,ents.

Citics

As a result of conversations with at least two state officials

in each state, one ostensibly well acquainted with adult education

programs in the community college and the other with the adult

tdocation programs in the public schools, the following cities

chos en



California: Long :leach, Sacramento, San Diuqo, Francisco

Connecticut: Danbury, Hartford, Manchester-Vernon, Watefeury

Clorida: Gainesville (Alachua County) , Jacksonville (Duval

Counity) , Ocala (Mar ion County), Pensacola (Esearobia

County), Tampa (Hillsborough County)

Illinois: Danville, Joliet, Olney (Illinois Eastern. Jtelio

College) Springfield

Texas: Galveston, Houston, San Antonio, Texas City

The questionnaires and interview schedules were pilot tested

in nichigan and modifications were made where changes seemed

necessary to increase the likelihood of securing the desired data.

In each state the interviews were conducted at the state

oifiecn of the education department of the community college system.

State officials in charge of vocational adult education and Manpower

Development and Training Act projects were also interviewed.

ehsequently interviews were held in each of the communities in

tee r4amele. in those communities interviews were held at the public

::eh-e. ,Ind at the community college no matter whether the adult

eiJ e!L .rogram was conducted at either or both institutions.

Validation

,tee ztudies were written on each of the communities and

etate':: and were mailed tc the local and state directors for verifi-

e.o. i O .

;meoreant aspect of the study is its credibility to local,

1..11(: na eional level persons who are well informed about adult
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basic and othei: typos of adult education. To provide a review panel

tor the report of the project, an invitational seminar was called

in Chicago in January, 1974, at which the state case studies, the

project design and the statement of the tentative conclusions were

discuosed. The following individuals and the project team at the

University of. Chicago participated in the special seminar:

Ray Perrier, Divisional Director, Department of Adult Education,
Detroit Public Schools

James H. Piing, Administrator, Adult and Veteran Education,
Department of Education, State of Florida

Paymond Hawkins, Director, Community College Programs, Texas
College and University System

John Lombardi, Research Educationist, ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior
College Information, University of California at Los Angeles

Marie Y. Martin, Director, Community College Unit, U.S. Office of
Education

Charle13 H. Polk, Dean, Downtown Campus, Florida Junior College at
Jacksonville

0-ron Roomkin, Assistant Professor, Graduate School of Business,
The University of Chicago

Robert W. Rupert, Administrator, Continuing Education, Los Angeles
City Unified School District

1. il.don ;Ichultz, Regional Program Officer, Region V, U.S. Office
of Hducation

Invitations had also been accepted by the following persons

''h() wnn, unable to participate:

V. :)elker, Director, Office of Adult Vocational Technical and
Manpower Education, United States Office of Education

J,tup,.; P. Dorland, Executive Director, National Association for
Continuing and Adult Education

(;ar: A. :yrr), Executive Director, National Advisory Coundil on
Aduit Education

. MtrLorina, Professor of Higher Education, Pennsylvania State
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The consultants discussed each of the state case studies,

criticizing them and questioning the inferences which had been

drawn from the data. The consultants also offered alternative

explanations for the phenomena which had been reported and

alternative inferences which they felt could be deduced from the

data.

Review of Literature

In an effort to ascertain what was known and had been written

concerning the variables of primary concern in this investigation

a review of relevant literature was m ie.

Pars

Two papers on innovative approaches to adult education financing

were commissioned, one written by Roy W. Steeves, Adult Education

Assistant Program Manager, California State Department of Education,

and the other by James L. Wattenbarger, Director, Institute of

Higher Education and Philip A. Clark, Director, Center for Community

Education, College of Education, University of Florida. These

papers are not incorporated in the final report but it is acknowledged

that the ideas presented in the papers have been considered by the

project team and may have influenced the conceptualization of the

rucommendations.

Conclusions

Me major conclusions relate to the seven hypotheses. Each

hypothesis is presented, followed by the relevant conclusions.
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1. The cost of conducting adult basic education is directly,_

praport.ional_to the academic level of the institution which is

managing the Program.

This hypothesis could not be accepted unconditionally because

administrators of some community college adult programs have devised

means of insulating their programs from the personnel policies used

in other programs conducted by the colleges. Substantial costs

are often avoided by employing adult education teachers on an hourly

rate instead of as full-time personnel. Since fringe benefits are

not extended to the hourly part-time teachers there is ar additional

:saving to the community college district. This practice is also

followe in public school adult education.

In some districts where adult education instructors are

employed on a full-time basis they are required to teach more hours

than the regular academic faculty of the institution. The stability

of such an arrangement appears to rest upon the acquiescence of

the teachers' union, a condition which does not seem likely to

continue indefinitely.

From the vantage point of the ABE program nationally, the

existence of state adult education reimbursement policies which pay

community colleges at a higher rate than public schools for con-

ducting essentially identical programs is undesirable because it

does not encourage the most efficient use of the available funds.

The ab3ence of federal guidelines to discourage such migration of

program sponsorship on questionable grounds is a part of the problem

!dtuation.
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3. The provision of substantial federal sup if one

:Sector of the adult education field (adult basic education) leads

to an increase in professionalization within that part of the field

as well asin2L12aEEIrla.

The increased professionalization will be evinced by the

development of pre-service and in-service training programs, a

growth in professional adult education organizations, increased

emphasis on specialized credentials for adult basic education

teachers, and an increased emphasis on graduate degrees for adminis-

trators.

T:le increase in ABE personnel and the effects that those

numbers of persons placed on the development and priorities of pro-

fessional associations are striking. For example, in Illinois a

new organization, PACE, Public Adult and Continuing Educators

Association of Illinois, was established and its membership rose

ovor the 500 level with most of the members employed as ABE teachers.

Because the statewide meetings of the Association were held in

connection with staff development activities it was possible for

thn office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction to provide

financial support for the activity, thus stimulating participation.

associational developments were observed in Texas,

Cf)nn,,cticut, and Florida.

the national level, the Association of Black Adult Educators

.*); !,)r!9(i for a number of reasons, one of which was the desire of

k;ri)wi'll group of black ABE staff members to have an organization

wit!! (li!:tinctly black orientation.

WithLn the Adult Education Association of the U.S.A., the

1*,)m;,i.;Hori of One Hundred which had been a small group of persons
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concerned with literacy education, became a .strikingly lalye group

of individuals which sponsored national meetings.

New graduate programs in adult education, started with seed

money from ABE were apparent in all of the five states.

In Flori,4a, accreditation of adult schools became mandatory.

In Hillsborough county all adult teachers ace required to take

credit courses toward a defined educational goal to retain their

p()sitions. This requirement was made possible because of the ostab-

lishm:mt of a nearby graduate program in adult education which nad

starLod to serve ABE needs.

4. The preferential awarding of federal adult basic education

funds to one oftw2ty2222f public educational institutions equally

capable of performing a specific adult education task leads to

monopolistic control on the part of the favored institution not

only for specilic task but also for other areas of adult educa-

tion as well.

't'i ,(1 awarding of federal funds preferentially to one of two

typo5 institutions appears to be 7:.1fluential in terms of

ra%.ic of t.nc size of those funds to other availabl,:, fundin,7

It would appear that when State funds or

ldult programs, the assignment of federal funds

r::f) cstablis,ied patterns. Thus in Connecticut the

all ABE fundi-; vd:re Lo be utilized in the public school

limitations on the community collc4e which has little

In aiult education funds. In Illinois vhen federal monies;

1i. :;) to pubLic school or community '.-:.11c(fc. 'out t::,

sta furtuing for ,Iduit:;, thrc; al;

b(%th state supportcd proorams mo
t ;
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When one institution can claim a higher rate of state support

for iierforming a given adult education function, adult programming

tends to move toward the institution with the higher support

The development of a monopoly is not inevitable, however, because

shifting state programs of support may alter the balance. Thus,

in Florida some adult programs which the public schools had

relinquished the junior colleges for financial reasons have

mover: back into the public schools because of a shift in financial

arrangements. Being marginal in both institutions leads to a

:;ituation in which the program sponsorship appears to shift readily

in response to changes in state programs of financial support.

5. The preferential awarding of federal adult basic education

funds will increase the capacity of the favored institution to utilize

other sources of funding for adult education leader to the

monopolistic control of adult education within the service area.

Since adult education is marginal in both institutions, its

marginality has far more influence than whether there is preference

accorded to one institution or another in terms of federal or state

funds. It would appear that institutional resources for providing

adult education programs can be developed or redeveloped rather

quickly in either institution if the state or federal income

generated by such programs exceeds minimal costs by a sufficient

mdrqin.

The employment of full-time personel is conducive to an

.::pan1;ion of the financial base of the adult education program.

6. The allocation of federal adult basic education funds on

compeLitive basis to two kinds of institutions will result in a
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hillier quality program than if the funds were allocated on a pre-

ferential basis.

Whether federal adult basic education and state general adult

education funds are allocated preferentially or competitively to

public school and community college districts does not, in and of

itself, appear to have any direct influence on the quality of th

program provided. The provision of ABE funds directly to eith.?y

institution on a preferential or on a competitive basis may L a

force fostering a cooperative or a coordinated approach to the

provision of adult education opportunities in the community.

The competitive model, just as the preferential model,

carries with it the assumption that either one institution or the

other should be conducting the adult education program. Neither

model is compatible with a program development philosophy which

assumes that tho best program resources should be utilized in con-

ductinn programs regardless of the institutional affiliation of

these and that no one institution is likely to possess all of the

appropriate resources.

evidence was found in any of the communities in the study

of a trip. case of competitive allotment of ABE funds or, for that

m;itter, c,f- any tederal or state ac3alt education funds. Wi t.hout.

true competition there is no stimulus to out-perform other potential

:Tnn:;or, it, in fact: :, competition is even a remote possibility

between public institutions.

1. The Lirr? of feden7l adult basic education funds to suiTorL

ci,oprac_ive model of community adult education program plannino

!,forluce more positive external benefits than either ;1 prcryntial

,ompetitive model.
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With the exception of the States of California and l'lorida,

the introduction of adult basic education programs required either

the establishment of a new delivery system or a major modification

of a modest one already in existence. Because the guidelines for

the program nad been developed initially as a part of the economic

opportunity legislation, it is not surprising that provisions for

sophisticated or intricate planning and review systems at the local

level were not included.

Although attempts have been and are being made to develop a

cooperative model in California and in Texas the systems are still

so new that any assessment of effectiveness and utility as models

would be premature. In Florida the system for determining which

institution is to handle the adult eudcation.program in each county

has managed to work out a territorial division of labor, but it

could not be said to have produced a coordinated approach involving

both institutions in a joint mutual effort.

In California, Area Adult Education Coordinating Councils

compoEed of representatives of one or more school districts and a

community college district get together to decide which institution

!Mould offer those programs which have not been legislatively

to the public schools or to the community colleges. When

ttl Texds Legislature appropriated funds for secondary level adult

,ducation in 1973, the Texas Education Agency adult educators used

tho:;,, funds as an incentive to persuade adult educators in public

!ichoc,1:;, community colleges and other institutions providing adult

f!ducatH_on to cooperate in developing their plans. Until the program

hf.,.!) in operation for at least a year it will not be possible

rmi no how w,.11 the new system is working.
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Overview

The data gathered in the 21 local and five state case studies

as well as in the survey of the literature could be interpreted

with pessimism. Although there were examples of outstanding adult

and adult basic education programs, there was no underlying compre-

hensive philosophy found which could serve as a basis for developing

state financial support programs for adult education.

Too often the conceptualization of the education of adults

was fragmented and simplistic. Coordination of the local insti-

tutions in providing adult education merely meant dividing the task

geographically or by curriculum level. Rarely were proprietary or

non-public resources considered. Rarely were local funds considered

as a potential source of revenue. Often adult programs were only

a means to some other ends such as public relations, affirmative

action program compliance, or new revenues. Rarely was adult

education seen as consisting of a wide range of programs serving

diverse groups and offering an opportunity for specialized approaches.

Clientele were too often served beLause tile.L,r interests happened to

coincide with available categorical or credit fundIng.

The present system encourages an entrepreneurial ak,roach among

inz:LiLuLions and administrators. This entrepreneurship 1(:(.s not

encourage articulation of programs, diversity of functions by design,

or planned duplication where there is a need.

A mor:.:: optimistic interpretation is that the development of

adult education is in a primitive stage and this fact accounts for

the uneven marginal nature of the enterprise.
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The ability of the individual state to utilize federal ABE

funds to increase state funding of adult education will no doubt

be the deciding factor as to the permanency of the investment. The

development of state funding for adult educati

devised along public policy lines which have at their base a

philosophy for publicly supported adult programs, and which is so

conceptualized as to encourage local initiative in utilizing varying

institutional resources to meet the varying needs of all adults

and hopefully in the public rather than the institutional short-

term self interest.

A Model cf the Develpment of Local
Delivery Systems for Adult Education

Adult education may be provided by (a) an institution which

serves an area in which no other institution is providing or is

:(2eking to provide adult Education; (b) an institution which serves

an area in which one or more other institutions are engaged in con-

ducting adult education; (c) an institution which has been designated

to provide specific programs which are not offered by other adult

-duction institutiulis in its area; (d) an institution which

voluntarily cooperates with other adult education institutions in

di-ranging for efficient, effective program development; (e) an

i.n:;titution which enters into a legal agreement with one or more

iw;titutions without relinquishing its veto power over any decision

of Lhe group; (f) an institution which enters into a legally binding

,igri'ement with other institutions in which no single institution

retains a veto power, and (g) an institution which must enter into

an aqr(:ement with other institutions regarding adult education
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program planning as a condition for receiving state financial

support.

Institutional Angements for adult education vary from the

isolated institution which is the sole provider of adult education

in an area to a complex situation which involves a multiplicity of

public and private institutions. The model of development, conse-

quently, presents the. several forms of monopolistic, competitive,

cooperative and coordinate relationships which actually exist or

are possible in any systematic development of adult education

delivery systems at both the local and the state levels.

Recommendations

This research was intended to identify costs and benefits of

current federal and state policies regarding the allotment of

federal ABE funds on the adult education delivery systems in

American communities. A major ancillary objective was the formula-

tion of policy recommendations whose adoption might lead to an

improvement in the ratio of benefits to costs in such programs.

The recommendations are presented in five sections according

to the units of government, institutions and organizations to which

khoy arc addressed; (a) federal government, (h) state governments,

(c) local governments, (d) universities, and (e) associations of

adult educators.

voderal GoNnrnment

rven though the federal government provid-:; only a relatively

:)(!rcentage of the funds expended by the states in adult educa-

tion, t:1(!se federal funds arc especially important in that, if they
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aro administered wisely and allotted to the states under suitable

guidelines, these dollars can induce states and communities to

dovolop programs reflecting national priorities.

Special purpose funding is compatible with the national

interest and should not be entirely supplanted by general purpose

grants unless all federal leadership is to be relinquished in the

field of education.

In striving to establish a new program, a legislative body

may be tempted to establish an entirely new structure in the hope

of avoiding the real and imagined rigidities of established

structures. Such an approach might be advisable if it were clear

that the effective operation of the new program would not require

the involvement of the existing delivery system, but such is rarely

the case. Accordingly, when legislation for new federal adult

education programs is being drafted, the staffs of the education

committees and subcommittees of the House of Representatives and

thf, Senate should inform the legislators of the probable impact of

Lh proposed program on the existing community delivery system.

1. Interinstitutional relations should be considered and

whenever possible the new program should be designed as a part of

the overall system of provision for adult education rather than as

:separate unit. U. S. Office of Education officials charged with

adillt education responsibilities should assist the legislative

Itafff-; of the Congressional committees in drafting and revising

1(:(1Hlaion to promote coordination and joint use of resources.

2. Federal legislation which fosters the development of

pm;ts(?condary commissions may add to the problems of coordinatie
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in adult education because both postsecondary and secondary educa-

tional institutions are engaged in providing adult education programs.

Federal guidelines should encourage the appointment of an individual

who is well versed in the broad field of adult education to member-

ship on such state commissions.

3. The National Center for Educational Statistics had been

collecting and publishing statistics on ABE which obscure the

relative importance of the community colleges and public schools

as sponsors of ABE, in that data are presented on the number of

classes held in public school buildings. If the sponsorship of

ABE programs is to be identified accurately it will be necessary

not only to collect data on where the classes are held but also nn

whc is conducting them.

4. Existing guidelines for the development of state plans

for ABE have evidently not led to the cooperative examination of

needs, assessment of resources, planning of programs, and assessment

of programs. A review of the procedures used in developing state

plans and of the plans themselves will be necessary tf this aspect

of the system is to be improved.

5. Just as the National Advisory Committee for Adult Basic

Education has been supplanted by the National Advisory Committee

on Adult Education, the framing of legislation and guidelines for

ABE should be set in the context of a larger adult education

delivery system.

6. Program improvement efforts at the local and state levels

tr.nd to be highly pragmatic and only marginally concerned with the

wipport of research in this field. The funding of fundamental

research in ALE is considered an appropriate function of the
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fedortil government. Therefore, unless adequate funding is provided

:;() that_ the National Institute of Education can support such research,

it seems desirable for the United States Office of Education to

retain some portion of the ABE funds to use in furthering it.

State Government

Because education is constitutionally defined as a state

function it seems appropriate that the states bear the central

rt:sponsibility of coordinating adult education efforts across

in:ftitutional lines.

1. In each state which has more than one board to govern the

public schools and the community colleges a special joint committee

should be established to deal with adult education because both

the public schools and the community colleges become involved

in running nearly identical ABE programs. To ensure that state

funds are used most efficiently, this committee should examine

each existing and proposed state program to sue that no needless

duplication or competition occurs. Further, this committee should

oxdmine the basis of payment so that state funds would not serve

(AS unintentional inducements to communities or local governing

boards to transfer program sponsorship between institutions.

2. in the event that federal categorical programs are

1,01;lated with little or no attention given to the possible impact

of :mch programs on the functioning of the delivery system for

Jdulf '!duration in local communities, this committee would set

(!onditions which would provide financial inducement for coordinated

(.f fort at the local level.
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3. The state coordinating committee for adult education

should honor several principles in devising prdgrams:

(a) The operationalization of the philosophy of the

comprehensive community college requires that these colleges

conduct educational programs at the secondary level.

(b) The efficient, economical utilization of tio. !lperty

of Co people of a state requires that the physical facilities of

th,2 public schools be used in adult education programs regardless

of whether the official sponsor of the program is the public school

or the local community college district.

(c) To encourage effective coordination not only should

the giving of guidance on coordination unaccompanied by any support

or incc:tLIJ, he avoided but also the awarding of funds should be

made contingent upon the submission of evidence to support the

claim that coordinated need analysis, resource identification, and

program planning and program assessment has been or will be conducted.

(d) Because of the diversity of local districts and of

the educational institutions serving the districts, no single

standard statewide blueprint for coordination can be ideal.

(e) Because it is not possible to eliminate all irre-

sponsible decision making at the local level, an appeal mechanism

at the state level appears to be essential to handle questions

(foaling with local planning and the channeling of state support.

(f) Any program of adult education which is to be promoted

:successfully must have financial 3.ncentives that will be attractive

to local educational decision makers.

(g) An intelligence function must be performed by the

:;L:Ite Level committee on coordination of adult education so that
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when legislation dealing with the funding of education is being

deliberated the implications of such legislation for the maintenance

and development of the community delivery system for adult education

will be considered.

(h) The development of an adequate structure tb provide

the coordinated delivery of adult education locally requires that

persons he appointed to full-time positions that offer the potential

for careers. A state support system which is intended to accelerate

the process of developing the infrastructure should include incentives

to induce public school and community college districts to employ

:ull-time adult education administrator and staff.

(i) "Community Education" is a team which is riding a

crest of popularity at the national and at state levels. As state

legislators deal with the bills which are being proposed to support

community school or community education movement it would be prudent

for state education departments to keep the education committees of

their state legislatures infomred of the benefits and costs of

motatting a separate adult education program, uncoordinated with

the existing community adult education efforts.

Local Government

The development of a full range of adult education oppor-

Lunities requires the utilization of a greater range of educational

resources than any one institution is likely to possess. An inter-

inst. ltutionally developed Program is more likely to serve the wide

vari(!ty of felt and ascribed adult learning needs efficiently than

,1)-(.! the separate efforts of several institutions working in isolation

ony another. It is in the local communities that the adult
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education services are delivered and it is at this level that there

is the strongest incentive to develop joint approaches involving

the community's educational resources.

Members of the governing boards of public schools and com-

munity colleges who are concerned with serving the educational needs

of the adult community could insist that their professional staff

engage in cooperative program development. One reason local

cooperative efforts have not been particularly successful is that

the governing boards have not been directly involved in exploring

issues and formulating agreements. Because board members are more

likely to represent the community interests than are th.i professional

staff it seems reasonable to assume that local board members would

be more amenable to inter-institutional programming than the pro-

fessional staff of the school, college or other community institution.

Accordingly, board initiative appears to be a highly appropriate

force for developing a community oriented delivery system for adult

education. The development of inter-institutional agreements is

a board prerogative rather than a staff function and so it is

appropriate for the boards to concern themselves with the formula-

tion of cooperative or coordinative agreements.

Universities

Universities influence the development of adult education

delivery systems by conducting training, performing research and

ooperating extension services. To the extent that these efforts

focus on the community rather than on the individual institutions,

cooption and coordination are fostered.
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I. Universities have engaged in the pre-service and in-service

cducation of persons who are employed in public school adult °duca-

t ion, commmiLty college continuing education, and community services,

dnd in community education. To the extent that such education

reinforces the tendency toward the narrow institutional perspective

of practitioners the programs strengthen thy: resistance to the

development of a coordinated approach. University promulgation of

a broader perspective of the field could result in an increased

willingness of practicing adult educators to engage in cooperative

programming.

2. Adult education researchers in universities have not yet

:mcceedd 1:1 identifying the discrete audiences for various kinds

cif adult_ edocItion. For example, the ambitious, upwardly mobile

immiqriat in an ABE-ESL class differs markedly from the hard-to-

r-t!rt2H, Wilieult-to-retain native American who is functionally

negatively disposed toward education and who does not

'Lion in an ABE program as a route to his goals. The

a given increment of learning with persons in

tro r e i!r!)ii:, are less than half as great as for achieving the

inp .14! ..Irsons in the second group. Perhaps the develop-

:II -1! reliable method for classifying the intended

iould scvo to clarify the variation in costs associated

t,rngrams for both.

1;,,j Lnc+ mode] of the Cooperative Extension Service,

mtght well employ field agent3 to provide for operators

the same kind of subject matter expertise that

,)11 prOV ided to agriculturists and home makers

IA .ion the Smith-Lever Act was passed.
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Profssional Associations

Professional associations in the field of adult education

face the temptation to over-specialize on narrow institutional

lines. Unless those who perceive of themselves as professionals

in the larger field can learn to involve practicing adult educators

from the full range of institutions providing adult education in

proressional associations there may be little hope that inter-

in:;titutional adult education program can be developed on the

community level.

1. The disparate associations of adult educators and of

adult education institutions which have been involved in ABE at

the local, state, and national levels have tended to perpetuate

the fragmentation of adult education efforts. Although a national

coalition of adult education organizations exists, it has not

succcedod in developing practical strategies for a coordinated

aproar.h to emphasize areas such as ABE. Unless the leaders of the

or(janizations (National University Extension Association,

Adult i:ducation Association of the United States, National Association

for Public Continuing and Adult Education, National Council on

C(mmunity Srvices, ational Community Education Association, and

oLnt.r ,iLional organizations and their state and local counter-

.t6opt a cooperative posture and p: an together, there

11:!.](. roa.;on to believe that the institutional focus of the

-ri)(ir:Arli can be integrated into a community oriented approach.

)f appear to be stronger than those

.or,perative efforts. If the associations wish to encouraqL

,rwii;,ion of a broad range of adult education oportunitieF; at

(.,4TimuniLy level, then they must develop a united front and
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learn to plan programs from a posture of serving community needs

rather than restricting their thinking to what their own institution

is able to do.

2. The development of the Commission on Adult Basic Education

within the structure of the Adult Education Association of the

United States and which has close working relationships with the

international Reading Association and the National Association for

Public Continuing and Adult Education is an example of an inter-

associational effort which is problem rather than institutionally

oriented. This Commission fosters inter-associational cooperation

in a circumscrioed problem area, but since its major annual meeting

is not held concurrently with the annual meetings of its parent

groups, the Commission tends to emphasize its unique interests and

to give little attention to strengthening ties with other program

areas served by other special interest gloups within the respective

associations. What is needed is a cooperative, problem-oriented

group which addresses itself to ABE concerns but which does so

within the broader. perspective of providing the fall range of adult

uducation opportunities in each community utilizing available

n.;ources. It may be that meeting separately on a national scale

Lr-i counterproductive in that it places undue emphasis on the

ur;Lquoness of ABE program instead of reinforcing the notion that

activity in this area is one important part in a larger pattern of

fAucot.innal provision.
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Rpilogue

The improvement of community provisions for adult education

of: all kind;; can be assisted by the national, state and local level:

of government and through the actions of universities and professional

associations. There are indications that such efforts are being

made and that interinstitutional coordination is an ideal that can

be achieved.

Intelligent problem solving is dependent upon the availability

of sufficient data to delineate the alternatives. The dissemination

of the information uncovered in this investigation to decision

makers at the national, state and local levels may provide insights

into both tho problem situation and to possible solutions.

This research is one part of a series of investigations dealing

with tho orqanization, financing, adaptation and coordination of

adult education institutions. As such, its findings will serve as

Lilo foundation for subsequent research into the development and

te3ting of coordinated approaches to the organization and delivery

of educatio%al services to adults at the community, regional and

uaLional 1(!vc.ls.


